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Abstract

Background: Partners and family can play a key role in encouraging military service and ex-service personnel to seek help for their mental health. Community Reinforcement Approach and Family Training (CRAFT) was developed to equip concerned significant others (CSOs) of those experiencing substance use disorders with skills to encourage their loved one to enter treatment and improve their own well-being. It was adapted in the US for CSOs of ex-service personnel with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (VA-CRAFT).

Objective: This study aimed to evaluate an adaptation of VA-CRAFT for use with CSOs of serving and ex-service personnel experiencing PTSD and Common Mental Disorders in the UK (UKV-CRAFT).

Method: Acceptability of UKV-CRAFT was assessed with interviews with experts, namely key stakeholders (n=15) working in support provision for serving and ex-service personnel. In addition,
individuals who took part in a small-scale demonstrative trial of UKV-CRAFT (three CSOs and three facilitators who delivered UKV-CRAFT) provided feedback.

Results: UKV-CRAFT was viewed positively, with interviewees highlighting that programmes like UKV-CRAFT filled a gap in provision for UK Armed Forces families as most services were only available to the serving or ex-service personnel. Interviewees praised how UKV-CRAFT enhanced CSO well-being and communication with their loved one. Concerns over the confidentiality of taking part in UKV-CRAFT were raised due to the perceived negative effects of highlighting a loved one’s mental ill health, especially for CSOs of serving personnel. Ideas for improvement included broadening access to all CSOs regardless of whether their loved one was seeking treatment. Conclusion: Interviewees regarded UKV-CRAFT as a potentially useful intervention suggesting it could be proactively offered universally to support timely help-seeking if required. We recommend further evaluation of UKV-CRAFT on a wider scale, incorporating our recommendations, to assess its effectiveness accurately.
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Highlights:
- Community Reinforcement And Family Therapy (CRAFT), a programme for the concerned significant others (CSOs) of people experiencing Substance Abuse Disorders (SUDs), was adapted for the CSOs of UK Armed Forces serving and ex-service personnel (UKV-CRAFT).

- UKV-CRAFT aimed to equip CSOs with the skills to encourage their Armed Forces loved ones to seek mental health treatment; it was evaluated by post-trial interviews with UKV-CRAFT facilitators, recipients, and Armed Forces stakeholders.

- UKV-CRAFT was found to be a useful intervention for CSOs but would benefit from further evaluation on a wider scale.

Background
Community Reinforcement Approach and Family Training (CRAFT) was developed as a therapeutic programme to equip the concerned significant others (CSOs) of people experiencing Substance Use Disorders (SUDS) with the skills to a) persuade their loved one to seek professional help, b) improve their well-being, and c) improve their relationship with the loved one. The skills include but are not limited to, improving communication, increasing positive behaviours, and goal setting (1).

CRAFT’s potential to support those experiencing SUDs with seeking professional support, commonly termed within CRAFT as ‘treatment entry’, has been examined extensively through over a dozen randomised controlled trials (2, 3). An early systematic review found CRAFT to have around twice the level of treatment entry compared to several alternative interventions, including the more widely-known Al-Anon and Johnson Intervention approaches (4). Delivery of CRAFT and associated treatment entry rates vary across studies, but treatment entry rates for loved ones with SUDs have been consistently high where CRAFT has been delivered in a one-to-one format, with most achieving rates above 60% (5-7). A more recent review found multi-modality treatment, comprising of both one-to-one and group sessions, yielded the highest treatment entry rates (77% and 86%), compared to one-to-one (13%–71%), group (60%) and self-directed workbook (13%–40%) alone (8). This more recent review (8) identified three ‘essential elements’ characteristic of the most effective versions of CRAFT: thorough training and supervision for therapists delivering CRAFT; input from the CRAFT originators into the adaptation; and treatment for CSOs offered within the same service providing CRAFT. In addition to increased treatment entry amongst their loved ones, CSOs often report reductions in their own psychological symptoms following CRAFT and improvements in family functioning (9, 10).

Recent research found 22% of regular British service and ex-service personnel had probable Common Mental Disorders (CMDs) such as depression and anxiety, and 6% had probable Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) (11). These data are elevated compared to rates of 17% (CMD) and 4.4% (PTSD) in the general UK population (12). Elevated rates of poor mental health are also seen in CSOs, particularly
partners of service and ex-service personnel. A survey of partners of UK ex-service personnel with PTSD found 39% had probable depression, 37% a probable anxiety disorder and 17% probable PTSD (13).

Delayed mental health support seeking has been associated with an increased risk of deprivation (measured by English Index of Multiple Deprivations) in ex-service personnel (14), stressing the importance of timely help-seeking. However, evidence suggests only 55% of UK service personnel reporting a mental health concern access formal mental healthcare services (15). Significant barriers to seeking mental health care for ex-service personnel include an inability to identify their experiences as a mental health problem and a cultural aversion to acknowledging a need for help, with many ex-service personnel only doing so when they reach crisis points or are encouraged by a loved one (16). This suggests CSOs can be integral to recognising mental ill health and encouraging their loved ones to seek help.

The current intervention: UKV-CRAFT

CRAFT has been adapted by the US Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) National Center for PTSD (NC-PTSD) for use with CSOs of US ex-service personnel (VA-CRAFT) (17) with support from Robert Meyers, the creator of CRAFT and a veteran with lived experienced of PTSD. Pilot studies of VA-CRAFT targeting PTSD and Alcohol Use Disorders (AUD) indicate its usefulness in supporting CSOs, though VA-CRAFT did not increase the treatment entry rate of ex-service personnel (17, 18). A number of other studies exploring CRAFT have similarly found improvements to CSO well-being irrespective of whether the loved one entered treatment (5, 7, 9, 19).

Building upon this work, and with support from the VA-CRAFT developers and a psychologist at the VA who had previously worked on CRAFT studies, Dr Jennifer Manuel, UKV-CRAFT was developed for CSOs of UK ex-service and serving personnel experiencing PTSD and CMDs. The decision was taken to broaden the scope of the intervention to include CMDs as these are more prevalent than PTSD among the UK Armed Forces population (11). UKV-CRAFT represents a multimodal approach, combining
weekly one-to-one treatment sessions over 6-12 weeks with a printed self-help workbook. The core contents of the programme were drawn from VA-CRAFT, Smith & Meyers’ CRAFT therapist manual (1) and Meyers & Wolfe’s CRAFT self-help book (20) and are summarised in Table One. The content of UKV-CRAFT is very similar to VA-CRAFT, with minor changes made to the language to suit a UK audience.

Psychological Wellbeing Practitioners (PWPs) at a well-known UK military charity, Help for Heroes (21), were trained and supervised in CRAFT over two days by an experienced practitioner (Dr Jennifer Manuel) who was involved in the UK-V-CRAFT development. These PWPs will be referred to as UKV-CRAFT facilitators. This adaptation of CRAFT met important criteria previously identified and outlined above (8): the UKV-CRAFT facilitators were given adequate supervision and input from the CRAFT originators throughout the trial.

A trial of UKV-CRAFT was completed with six CSOs who received one-one treatment sessions over 6-12 weeks. To assess the potential utility of UKV-CRAFT, measures of treatment entry of the loved one and CSO wellbeing pre and post-trial were taken. This paper reports on the final method of assessing potential utility; post-trial interviews with the CSOs and UKV-CRAFT facilitators who took part in the UKV-CRAFT trial. In addition, interviews with key stakeholders in military mental health support were held to gather broader feedback on the intervention. For further details about the UKV-CRAFT trial, please see the report (22).

**Method**

**Design and procedure**

An exploratory study using semi-structured interviews was conducted. MA conducted individual interviews in person or via telephone. These interviews were audio recorded with consent from interviewees. Interviews ranged in duration from 26 to 56 minutes. Interviewees were provided with
a three-page document including an outline of the interview sections, main questions, UKV-CRAFT outline (see Table 1) and examples of recruitment materials (supplementary material B) the day before. This allowed participants to prepare for the interview and provided reference points during the interview.

**Table 1** Outline of UKV-CRAFT Therapy Sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Situations/Problems Examined</th>
<th>Skills Learned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • What are common mental disorders, PTSD, and alcohol use disorder (AUD)? | • Behaviours of someone experiencing a common mental disorder PTSD, or AUD  
  • Effects on family and friends | • Better understanding of common mental disorders, PTSD, alcohol use disorder  
  Better understanding of what it is like to experience these disorders |
| • Safety Planning              | • Angry/aggressive behaviour  
  • Abuse in relationships     | • Your right to be safe and not accept abuse in any form  
  • How to respond to aggression/violence  
  • How to create a safety plan |
| • Increasing positive behaviours | • Reduction or absence of happy, healthy and helpful behaviours (e.g. family meals, exercising, housework) | • How to use rewards to increase positive behaviours (e.g. express gratitude, favourite food/activity)  
  • Understanding that the process of changing habits takes time |
| • Improving your communication skills | • Withdrawn and/or irritable loved one  
  • Reluctance/refusal to communicate | • Features of effective communication (e.g. respectful, honest, to the point, not rushed, focused)  
  • How to choose a good time to talk |
| • Improving problem-solving    | • Any problems in loved one’s behaviour and/or relationship (e.g. absent from home/family, drinking too much, angry outbursts) | • Seven-step problem solving (i.e. identify problem, suggest, evaluate, select, plan and implement solutions, review) |
| • Responding to problem behaviours | • Entrenched habits and/or behaviour patterns and CSO’s habitual response | • How to analyse patterns of behaviour-response  
  • How to develop and test new ways of responding (e.g. allow |
(e.g. loved one gets publicly drunk and CSO gets angry) loved one to get drunk, calmly explain upset, leave, and discuss when sober)

| Goal setting | The potential of making changes to be overwhelming | How to set realisable goals that are SMART: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Time-specific |
| Self-care | Putting all of one’s time and energy into loved one’s needs | Understanding the importance of taking care of oneself |
| Understanding professional help and treatment options | The potential of the range of services and treatments available to be baffling | Understanding the roles and services offered (e.g. GP, psychologist, PWP, psychiatrist, Veteran’s Gateway, Royal British Legion) |
| How to help your veteran/service person consider professional help | Talking about getting help can be very difficult | Understanding that a strong relationship makes it easier to discuss difficult issues |
| Supporting my veteran/service person’s recovery | Sticking to treatment can be difficult | Understanding that there are times and ways when communication is more effective |
| | There are lots of causes for dropping out of treatment | How to anticipate, and plan to respond to, barriers to help-seeking |
| | How to support a loved one’s treatment by being available, accessible, continuing to learn about their needs and the process | How to be resilient, prepared for bumps in the road, and ready to keep going |

Note. Each session was delivered at a rate of one per week for 6-12 weeks.

Participants
For the UKV-CRAFT trial, advertisements on social media were used to recruit CSOs. CSOs were eligible to take part in the trial if they met each of the criteria below:

- Had a loved one who was serving, or had previously served, in the UK Armed Forces,
- Was worried about either/both the effects of a loved one’s untreated or worsening mental health problems on their own wellbeing or/how to get their loved one to seek professional help,
- Had regular contact with their loved one,
- The CSO and their loved one were both aged over 18,
- Had a loved one who was not currently seeking professional help for their mental health,
- Available for at least three or more consecutive weeks during the treatment period,
- Able to give informed consent.

Interviewees (n=21) included UKV-CRAFT CSOs, facilitators and stakeholders. UKV-CRAFT CSOs and facilitators who participated in the aforementioned UKV-CRAFT trial were invited to interview; three CSOs and three UKV-CRAFT facilitators agreed to participate. An additional 15 stakeholders were interviewed; these included individuals from organisations involved in delivering support services or policy development for Armed Forces members and their families (Table Two).

**Measures**

The interview comprised of a series of open-ended questions in six sections: 1. About the interviewee 2. About UKV-CRAFT (e.g. strengths/weaknesses), 3. Decision to try UKV-CRAFT 4. Making UKV-CRAFT visible and accessible, 5. Delivering UKV-CRAFT (e.g. special considerations for Armed Forces families), and 6. Talking to loved ones about mental health (e.g. suggestions on how to encourage help-seeking). The full schedule is presented in supplementary material A.

**Analyses**

MA manually transcribed the audio recordings verbatim. The interview transcripts were analysed using the Thematic Analysis approach (23), facilitated by NVivo software (24). After familiarisation with the transcripts, MA developed a list of initial ideas and tagged units of text with the same concept under a code. Themes were developed where multiple codes clustered together. These themes were then organised by defining overarching categories.
Results

Demographic characteristics

All three CSOs were female, and their loved ones were ex-service personnel who had left the UK Armed Forces by the time their CSO took part in the UKV-CRAFT trial. In regard to the relationship to the loved one, one CSO was a parent, one was their sister-in-law and the final CSO was a spouse.

Demographic information was not collected for the UKV-CRAFT facilitators. For stakeholders, their role and organisation is listed below in Table Two.

Table 2. List of Stakeholders Interviewed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewe r ID</th>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>Job Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder 1:</td>
<td>AFF (Army Families Federation)</td>
<td>Health and Additional Needs Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder 2:</td>
<td>Not available*</td>
<td>Not available*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder 3:</td>
<td>Not available*</td>
<td>Not available*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder 4:</td>
<td>Army Families Federation</td>
<td>Regional Manager (Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder 5:</td>
<td>TGP Wales</td>
<td>Restorative Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder 6:</td>
<td>Help for Heroes Hidden Wounds</td>
<td>Acting Head of Psychological Wellbeing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder 7:</td>
<td>Veterans NHS Wales</td>
<td>Director and Clinical Lead Consultant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder 8:</td>
<td>Welsh Government</td>
<td>Armed Forces Covenant Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder 9:</td>
<td>Royal Air Force Families Federation (RAF-FF)</td>
<td>Dispersed Families Project Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder 10:</td>
<td>NHS England</td>
<td>Medical Director for Armed Forces and Veterans Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder 11:</td>
<td>Walking with the Wounded</td>
<td>Clinical Lead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder 12:</td>
<td>Transition Intervention and Liaison Service (TILS)(^a)</td>
<td>Lead Clinical Psychologist Prison In-Reach Service &amp; Service Co-ordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder 13:</td>
<td>Change Step Wales</td>
<td>Project Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder 14:</td>
<td>NHS England</td>
<td>Lead National Armed Forces Commissioning Strategy and Policy Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder 15:</td>
<td>Royal British Legion</td>
<td>Assistant Director Responsible for Delivery of Veterans' Gateway</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(a\). At the time of interview, this service name was correct. The service is now known as OP Courage.

*Explicit consent to report this information not given.*

The interview themes are organised into three main categories: 1. Needs of Armed Forces families, 2. Strengths of UKV-CRAFT, and 3. Ways to improve UKV-CRAFT (see Figure 1). The three categories are presented with a summary and the associated themes (italicised headers).
Figure 1. Themes developed from interviews about UKV-CRAFT

1. **Needs of Armed Forces Families**: Armed Forces families require support services that are underpinned by an understanding of the Armed Forces, confidential and provide reassurance that things can improve.

*Service for the wider Armed Forces community*

A recurring theme was that services for the wider Armed Forces community were inadequate. In relation to the direct needs of Armed Forces family members, there was a recognition that many military-focused mental health services were not open to them or might not meet their needs.

Stakeholder 7 noted: *“I know, for example, in [place in Wales] there’s a Department of Community Mental Health there, and you, a family member, can’t access the mental health service because of this...”*
constraint of funding, obviously, military funding, so a family member (who) has anxiety, depression, PTSD themselves, they have to leave the camp, go register on a primary care waiting list, which can be a year, so things almost need to change from that level for it to be accepted that maybe family members also need that extra bit of support”.

Armed Forces understanding

The need for services for CSOs to be delivered by people who understand the specific experiences, culture, and challenges of Armed Forces personnel and their families was the most consistently stressed idea across all types of interviewees, including all three CSOs interviewed. Concerning UKV-CRAFT, Stakeholder 1 stressed: “It would be important for the person giving the intervention to have some understanding of military life, like the mobility, the separations, family dynamics, you know how long people remain in the service, what it takes to leave the service // not necessarily having to serve themselves // but just having an idea of someone’s background, because it’s not just an occupation, serving in the military, it’s sort of a lifestyle”.

Confidentiality

Interviewees expressed concerns about potential negative consequences of help-seeking within the Armed Forces, particularly pertaining to an Armed Forces loved one’s career. These concerns were discussed as potentially preventing Armed Forces personnel from seeking help. It was also reported that spouses, who along with their children are ‘dependents’ for their Armed Forces’ livelihood and military living quarters, are reluctant to draw attention to a mental health problem in their Armed Forces loved one for fear of a negative impact on income and career. “The perception within the military is that if you come forward for treatment, you will potentially be medically downgraded, which will affect your promotion, and you will potentially be discharged. And if you are going to be discharged then obviously lose your accommodation, and your livelihood” (Stakeholder 6).
Validation and Reassurance

Several stakeholders emphasised services should offer hope that the situation would improve, and that CSOs’ struggles were valid and understandable. “I think reassurance early on in the process because I think one of the things I think when you’re really, really feeling that overt pressure that someone that you love is clearly compromised and a lot of other areas of your life probably are as well, you want someone to actually tell you ‘Look, beyond this, there is more and we are going to help you to get to that more.’” (Stakeholder 13). It is perhaps noteworthy that CSOs themselves did not make comments about the need for reassurance.

2. Strengths of UKV-CRAFT: UKV-CRAFT can provide important and wide-ranging benefits to AF families

Service for the wider Armed Forces community

The focus on Armed Forces family members, particularly that UKV-CRAFT recognises their needs as individuals, as well as their supporting role, was identified as a key strength of UKV-CRAFT.

Support for the Armed Forces loved one: Supporting mental health

The importance of UKV-CRAFT’s primary objective (i.e., increasing access to mental health treatment) was a recurring theme across many interviews. Interviewees endorsed the way in which family members encourage treatment access. In addition to facilitating initial help-seeking, the potential of UKV-CRAFT to provide CSOs with skills for ongoing support of their AF loved one was recognised. “I can see how the presence over a longer period of time of somebody who’s got those skills - so if you go to a counselling session that might be one hour per week, whereas if you’ve got somebody in your house who can understand what you’re going through and deal with it appropriately, that’s going to have potentially a better positive impact as well, will complement it” (Stakeholder 3).
Support for the Armed Forces loved one: Improving communication.

Several interviewees, including all CSOs, reported that improving communication with their loved ones was of central importance. Interviewees praised UKV-CRAFT for helping CSOs plan and practise difficult conversations with Armed Forces loved ones giving them an optimum chance to provide support successfully. This was expressed by CSO 2: “It was really useful for me to have the space really to think about how I interact with my veteran and what words I do use. And have a little time and space to actually practise how I say things, it was actually really useful because it’s something that you don’t usually think about on a day-to-day basis”.

Improving CSO well-being: Self-care for the CSO

The secondary objective of UKV-CRAFT, improving CSO wellbeing, was referred to across many interviews. As UKV-CRAFT facilitator 3 observed: “Self-care’s going to be really important for [CSOs] because if they’re putting a lot of focus into one member of the family, which is to all intents and purposes being very intensive toward their needs. If you’ve got a serviceman in the family who suffers from PTSD or mental health issues, a lot of the focus goes to that person automatically. So if you’ve got a spouse who also has children to worry about, they’re not going to be looking after themselves particularly well quite often, they’re going to put themselves last on the list quite often.”

It was suggested UKV-CRAFT may place greater demands on the CSO (i.e., to help their loved one to seek treatment), though this was not mentioned by CSOs themselves. It was stressed that emphasising components of the intervention that focus on CSO wellbeing was important to counter such additional perceived burden. Stakeholder 5 commented: “I guess that’s also a weakness [of UKV-CRAFT], and I guess my concern will be more responsibility being placed on family members, but this emphasis on the self-care, that will balance this out, and it’s about getting that balance isn’t it”. 
Improving CSO well-being: Therapeutic contact for the CSO

Whilst UKV-CRAFT is not designed to provide an explicitly therapeutic component for the CSO, interviewees reported value in sharing experiences and being listened to attentively by the UKV-CRAFT facilitator and that this contributed to improving CSO wellbeing.

Flexibility of Delivery

The flexibility of the delivery of UKV-CRAFT, in terms of in-person or remotely, duration of programme, order of sessions, and timing, was also noted as particularly important to the CSO, and referenced across all types of interviewees. The discretion of phone or Skype sessions was also highlighted as important, given the concerns about confidentiality and Armed Forces loved one’s awareness that the CSO is engaged in the programme (noted below in ‘betrayal of trust’). This was expressed by CSO 1: “The main reason we went for the telephone was because if he [Armed Forces loved one] came through or anything, unexpectedly, I could just say something on the phone, whereas if it’d been Skype, it would have been harder to conceal”.

3. Ways of improving UKV-CRAFT: Enhancing presentation of and access to UKV-CRAFT

Interviewees had very few direct criticisms of the intervention but provided some observations and ideas to improve the delivery of UKV-CRAFT.

Increasing Awareness

Interviewees provided a wide range of views on how to make UKV-CRAFT visible and accessible to CSOs, giving mostly positive appraisal of the trial recruitment materials (Supplementary material B). Unit Welfare Officers (individuals in charge of personnel welfare in each military unit) were identified among the serving community as a potentially trusted gateway to signpost CSOs to UKV-CRAFT: “They [Unit Welfare Officers] could signpost a spouse who’d maybe plucked up the courage to come to them for advice on something other than, you know, housing, or anything to do with the day-to-
day military life... you know families do trust the Unit Welfare Officers, they know that they're there to support them.” (Stakeholder 1).

It was also suggested the language used to promote UKV-CRAFT avoid discussing diagnosed conditions and instead focus on symptoms and behaviours to mitigate stigma around mental health. For example, Stakeholder 3 noted: “Because people don't really know what mental health problems are still, we're learning so much about it still, is it more comfortable, in I suppose lay person's terms 'Are you having trouble sleeping?' 'Have you lost track of time?' 'Have you become withdrawn and not wanting to go out?' rather than saying 'mental illness?' Problem drinking is a huge one, absolutely huge, just because of the military culture”.

**Broadening access to UKV-CRAFT**

A wide range of interviewees across all categories suggested ways in which UKV-CRAFT could be made more inclusive to meet the needs of all CSOs. For example, a need to tailor the service to the specific circumstances of parent CSOs was stressed by CSO 1: “When you've only got that 10 or 15 minutes you can’t jump in heavily and say things, and where a partner would be sharing a room with a person there's more opportunities to try and get them out of it. So, again, this where it is more difficult for parents than it is partners. Partners, they've got more access to the veteran. And even after having done that [UKV-CRAFT] course and everything I still don’t know how to overcome that”.

Numerous CSOs, and those working directly with them, often emphasised their Armed Forces loved one was not treatment resistant per se; rather, they had been demotivated through repeated and failed attempts to access treatment. As UKV-CRAFT facilitator 2 pointed out, this point is particularly important for participation in UKV-CRAFT as CSOs with a loved one who had recently sought treatment – irrespective of whether or not treatment had been accessed - would not be eligible to take part: “So someone, the veteran might well have taken those tentative steps towards seeking help but for whatever reason recoiled from it, either the waiting list was too long or, you know, something tangible like that. So,
at that point, they're not necessarily eligible [for UKV-CRAFT] because they're kind of knocking on the door. So I think [it would be good] if we had more freedom to use CRAFT, even if their veteran were open to treatment”.

Many interviewees thought offering UKV-CRAFT to CSOs in a group format and possibly as part of a wider programme of ‘skills training’, particularly for spouses/partners, would be helpful. Interviewees suggested UKV-CRAFT could be added to the resettlement package offered to service personnel when they leave the military to upskill CSOs in supporting their loved ones through transition out of the Armed Forces.

Offered as Standard

Several suggestions were also made about specific time points during a loved one’s military service when UKV-CRAFT might be particularly beneficial, such as prior to a loved one’s return from deployment or in anticipation of, or during, transitions out of the services, particularly in cases of medical discharge. On balance, there was a broad consensus that adapting and delivering UKV-CRAFT components for early detection of mental health distress and early intervention (rather than delivery at the point of crisis) would be highly beneficial.

Expectation Management

Several interviewees commented on the need to manage CSO expectations, both for their own well-being and to reduce the risk of drop-out if things do not go as hoped. Expectation management is also connected to the challenges that Armed Forces loved ones, who are successfully persuaded to seek help, may face when they attempt to engage in treatment.

‘Rewards’
‘Improving positive behaviours’ was the only UKV-CRAFT session to receive critical feedback from interviewees, including two of the three CSOs, and mostly focused on the use of the word ‘rewards’.

“He was an officer, and he was responsible for hundreds of men, and he was making life or death decisions, and my concern with the word ‘reward’ is that it feels a little bit like treating him like a child, or a dog or something, like a dog biscuit”.

It is important to note while the term ‘rewards’ is used to teach the background and mechanisms of operant behavioural changes, CSOs would not be expected to use this term explicitly with their Armed Forces loved ones.

Concerns about trust

Overlapping with Trust and Confidentiality, CSOs engaging with UKV-CRAFT shared concerns around ‘betraying’ trust by seeking support in relation to their Armed Forces loved one’s mental health. This was particularly sensitive and difficult for CSOs because their loved ones typically did not acknowledge a problem. “I don’t think he realised how deeply we [the CSO and UKV-CRAFT facilitator] were going into it, and I think he would still probably get annoyed if he thought that we were talking about problems that he had because he still doesn’t see that he has a problem” (CSO 1).

Discussion

This study aimed to evaluate whether UKV-CRAFT might be an acceptable intervention to support CSOs of serving and ex-service personnel experiencing PTSD and Common Mental Disorders in the UK (UKV-CRAFT). The principal findings indicate a perceived gap in service provision for the wider Armed Forces community and UKV-CRAFT could be both beneficial and acceptable for this community. The strengths reported (supporting treatment, self-care for CSOs, improving communication) mirrored the goals of CRAFT (treatment entry of loved one, improving CSO wellbeing and improving the relationship between CSO and loved one). This mirroring indicates both a need for, and an acceptability of CRAFT
to support the wider Armed Forces community within the UK. Several suggestions for improvement were made, including broadening access to all CSOs regardless of which stage their loved one was on their help-seeking journey.

The flexibility of delivery, including the option to do the sessions in person or via video call, was highlighted as a strength by interviewees. The combination of weekly one-to-one facilitator-led sessions with the self-guided workbook in the UKV-CRAFT programme also struck a satisfactory balance of convenience, autonomy, and expert support. As mentioned earlier, a pilot study of the web-based VA-CRAFT – entirely self-guided - showed promise in reducing caregiver burden but did not enhance treatment initiation (17). Similarly, a recently published randomised controlled trial of a web-based CRAFT programme for alcohol misuse disorder failed to demonstrate substantial changes regarding treatment initiation for loved ones or CSO mental health (25). Although our study was unable to provide solid conclusions about the effectiveness of UKV-CRAFT delivered via mixed modalities, it does offer a good insight into the preference of CSOs and might suggest having a choice over delivery is key as opposed to the format itself.

Findings indicate there is a distinct impression that, in many cases, loved ones ‘were not treatment resistant’, rather they are seeking treatment but experience frustration when trying to access it. This links to previous research, which found many ex-service personnel actively seek mental health support but face several barriers when seeking this support, including eligibility and access concerns (16). Therefore, efforts to engage CSOs in programmes like UKV-CRAFT should anticipate, and provide for, the possibility that CSOs might also be disengaged through experiences of prior unsuccessful attempts to gain access to services. This highlights the importance of signposting being an integral part of programmes like UKV-CRAFT as there are plenty of organisations offering support, but individuals are not always aware of them or have difficulty navigating which ones would be most suitable for their needs.
Study Limitations

This study was the first to adapt VA-CRAFT for a UK population and provides initial evidence for its acceptability in this population. However, this evaluation was limited by the small number of CSOs who took part in the trial and furthermore, only half of those consented to be interviewed. This meant relying mostly on the interviews with stakeholders, many of whom had relatively superficial familiarity with UKV-CRAFT. Whilst these interviews provided valuable feedback based on their experience of providing services, it is not clear if these views are reflective of CSOs. For example, only stakeholders mentioned the need to reassure CSOs and provide validation of their difficulties, a point not raised by the CSOs. Therefore, a larger trial of UKV-CRAFT is needed to fully assess its acceptability.

Recommendations

Interviewees pointed out that broadening access to all CSOs, including CSOs with loved ones currently seeking or receiving treatment would be beneficial given the fact that their loved ones might face several unsuccessful attempts to seek help. This would also change the intervention's primary emphasis in line with interviewees’ recommendations, lessening the focus on treatment entry and increasing the emphasis on the other two aims of CRAFT: improving CSO well-being and improving the relationship between the CSO and their loved one. By focusing on these other aims, loved ones’ treatment adherence might be subsequently improved. For example, self-stigma can be a barrier to help-seeking in ex-service personnel (26), and so providing CSOs with the skills to address this with their loved one may help mitigate this barrier. This approach has demonstrated some success in the US, where significant reductions in CSO anxiety and depression were observed after involvement in a four-session web-based intervention ‘Partners Connect’ - which had the more modest goal of addressing CSOs’ own mental health concerns and enhancing their communication skills (27).
Similarly, a key recommendation from interviewees was that UKV-CRAFT be made widely available as a universal and/or preventative resource. For example, interviewees suggested it could be provided in anticipation of a major stressor, such as after a deployment or transition out of the Armed Forces. A similar programme called ‘Families Over Coming Under Stress (FOCUS)’ is a preventative intervention offered to US Armed Forces parents (both civilian and military parents) and their children at active-duty military institutions in US and Japan. A longitudinal evaluation of this found both military and civilian parents who completed the intervention showed improvement in depression, anxiety and PTSD symptoms over time (28). Due to limited resources, it may not be feasible to offer UKV-CRAFT to all CSOs before any problems occur. However, the core contents of UKV-CRAFT could be adapted into an online package, advertised by Unit Welfare Officers as suggested by interviewees or through charities such as the Army/Navy/RAF family federations. This would allow all individuals to learn the same skills before problems occur but continue to provide the full, in-person version to those whose loved ones develop a mental health problem.

Future delivery of UKV-CRAFT should take into consideration interviewees’ desire for the intervention to be delivered as external to the Ministry of Defence (MoD) to alleviate concerns around confidentiality but also delivered by those with an understanding of the Armed Forces and its culture. As highlighted in previous research, it is necessary to consider the Armed Forces’ specific institutional culture when developing CBT approaches (29).

Conclusions

This research demonstrates a perceived gap in support provision for the wider Armed Forces community. UKV-CRAFT represents an intervention that can provide support for Armed Forces CSOs and support for serving and ex-service personnel who may be resistant to seeking mental health support.
The research has illustrated that broadening the scope of UKV-CRAFT could support not just those who are treatment resistant, but those seeking or engaged in treatment as well. Even more inclusively, UKV-CRAFT could support those who are not experiencing mental health distress but perhaps undergoing a transition, such as the transition out of the Armed Forces, or even as a preventative measure to foster mental resilience.

At the very least, the findings from this study have raised awareness of the needs of the wider Armed Forces community and the need for more targeted provisions. It is hoped further evaluations of UKV-CRAFT or the development of similar interventions will be conducted, noting the recommendations made in this paper.
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